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About This Game

Sqvishy is having a cheese-fueled nightmare, can you help poor puss parse fishtanks into oblivion?

Orginally designed as a virtual arcade machine minigame inside Big Robot's "The Light Keeps Us Safe", this standalone version
of Sqvishy is expanded and improved. Guide towering, tumbling fishtanks toward matching exit tiles in an increasingly frantic

fever-dream of puss-based-puzzling.

Sqvishy is a fast-paced action/puzzle game of visualization, forward-planning and sharp reflexes. Giant fishtanks spawn at the
edges of a randomly generated grid and begin to roll... By switching the directions of the grid tiles your puzzled-puss can guide

these colorful cages to matching exit tiles. For every fishtank freed you score a point, but for each one lost - either through
collision with another fishtank or by rolling onto an edge - a point is deducted. You must reach a certain number of points to

clear a level. There are six levels - newly generated each time you play - with exits, fishtank colors and spawns randomized. Find
a level of difficulty that suits you and get puzzling!

Features

Six Levels of Difficulty
Customizable Colors
Full Controller Support
Customizable Controls
Cosmic Rainbows!
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Sqvishy will soon be appearing in original minigame form inside "The Light Keeps Us Safe".
https://store.steampowered.com/app/853240/The_Light_Keeps_Us_Safe/
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Title: Sqvishy
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
James Makes Games Ltd
Publisher:
James Makes Games Ltd
Release Date: 29 Apr, 2019

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 64bit

Processor: Core i-3

Memory: 1 GB RAM

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 105 MB available space

English
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Nobody is playing online (that was the only way to play this back in the day) because the "remaster" is really just the same game
from 20years ago setup to run on modern hardware. Don't buy this unless you want to play against weak AI bots that you'll bore
of after the first hour of playing.. Good game with awesome 8-bit colors. Recommended getting it!. im missing track
i tried to reinstall but tracks are still missing
why???. These are first impressions. Upon completing the game this will be updated accordingly.)

Yeeeesssss! If there is one genre I'd love to have seen a comeback for it's the 6DOF FPS pioneered and perfected by Descent. It
seems with the release of Overload it is doing 6DOF justice but Forsaken Remastered was a complete surprise. A very, very
welcome surprise.

In case you are not familiar, Forsaken is a Descent clone. It does not really do a lot new with the formula, it's just straight up
Descent. And it's goooood. Not only is it well-made and fun, but also became known around its release (1998) for sporting some
of the best graphics in an FPS to date, and the 3DFX support is legendarily well-optimized, able to kick out respectable
framerates on a CPU that is closer to a 486 than a Pentium. Take a look: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3yGAttirh1c
Twenty years after it's initial release, Remastered rebuilds the game from the ground up using the Kex engine that was also used
for Night Dive's ports of Turok 1 and 2.

The results are fantastic. This is the same Forsaken, but with better controls and you can turn up the FOV. My sweet spot is
110-120. I can turn it to 120 (the maximum). That is sweet as hell. There is also new content weaved into the original campaign
in the form of ports of levels from the N64 version, which had different levels than the ones in the PC version.

As for the actual game itself, if you liked Descent you'll like this as I said before. But it does have one thing making it unique:
the ship physics. Piloting feels less like you are just moving around a level and more like you are gliding around obstacles,
similar to the feel of piloting in Wipeout. And it feels pretty fantastic with Keyboard and Mouse controls, just be sure to turn
the mouse sensitivity up. The level design is also more creative, featuring more varied places like banks and power stations
rather than the tired mining facilities of Descent 1 and 2. The combat is fast paced and brutal with a variety of satisfying
weapons. It is all backed up to a breakbeat soundtrack that can vary from generic to badass.

Highly recommended.. Okayish rogue-like space exploration game.

4 \/ 10.. I feel like I paid for a race pack for warhammer 2 with a few exclusive campaigns for old-world dlc races.

I mean, the mortal empires campaign and the old world races in general are pretty good. The content is significant, as is the
contribution to its sequel. But that price point ain't right in the current state of the game.

Recommended ON SALE. Unless you're a huge warhammer nerd like me and would bite the bullet anyway. You'll enjoy what
the first game has to offer, but it's really an overpriced race and campaign pack.
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Relaxing and free. 7 / 10.. Cloak op but made a good comeback. Free, fun strategy game.. The low production values, and
simplified play makes this a rather charming game for me. It's too bad it has such negative views, but it makes sense that it
would in the end. I don't fully know what it is, but the game managed to captivate me for an entire play through. I only wonder
if it can do it again. I shall find out soon enough when I tackle hard mode. I'm curious to know what the penalties are that the
game places on the player for that difficulty setting.. just as good as the other Episodes
(played in offlinemode). Honestly, this is a great game. I had a lot of fun with it, except for, it went by very quickly. I would
make sure that you're willing to pay $19.99 for a game that lasted (me at least) under 4 hours. Granted, I haven't played any past
beating it for the first time, so I can't say anything negative about it. And hey, my opinion on the price may change. But, other
than the price, I love this game and would definitely recommend it.. A blast with a dark sense of humour. --------Dont Buy This
Game----------

This game is just another vr game that you pay 1$ and just play it one time.
Its cool and all but its one ride and it only lasts 1 minute so its not worth it

2\/10

should be free!!. Well, it's a pretty interesting game. It offers some really good challenges that requires you to keep your
concentration up. It doesn't even cost so much and for 1h I think it's worth the price.. This is a fun game you can beat in an
afternoon. The graphics and soundtrack are beautiful, and the game is fun with decent progression for a few hours. This is
somehow a very relaxing bullet hell game... never thought I would write that one folks lol This is a great game and it put a smile
on my face.

That said there are a couple flaws, it is a bit repetative with only 2 boss fights. There are lots of different regular enemies,
though they do not have all that much variety between them. The difficutly is a bit on the easy side, I'm not a great bullet hell
player, and I only lost a few ships when I beat the game. It's not too easy, just close. Plus there is a higher difficulty I did not try,
but hard core bullet hell junkies might not find a chalenge playing this one. Again, this is a very positive review, I'm just being
honest about whats good and bad. If it looks fun, I say go ahead and get it!
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